Is it spring yet?

We are deep into the winter doldrums and while lazing away on my couch in my fuzzy socks and cocoon of blankets, I've been dreaming of all the wonderful things warmer weather will bring. Thoughts of longer days, flip-flops, and being outside in the sunshine without the need of a puffy coat float through my head, and nestled in my blankets I've begun to plan all the outdoor activities I want to do throughout the spring and summer. I love to go out for a walk or a bike ride and I've found some great trails throughout Missouri I want to explore and even found some beautiful sights to take in on balmy, sunny days.

If you feel the pull of the warmer seasons and want to explore Missouri’s vast amount of trails, parks, and attractions as I do, there are some books that highlight the best spots for your next adventure on the next page. Now back to planning!

Your Training Librarian,
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573.522.2796
Missouri Travel

For more on Missouri travel and attractions check our catalog

Anything but PowerPoint Webinar

March 23, 2018
2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

PowerPoint has been the go to presentation tool for years but it's not your only option. There are many other tools available online for FREE! This class will examine PowerPoint alternatives Prezi, Canva, Ludus, and Genially, while exploring their functions and how they can be used to create vibrant, engaging presentations.

Register: https://attendee.gototraining.com/r/882306792812728321
Library Resources for State Employees Webinar

April 26, 2018
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

The Missouri State Library Reference Services Division is YOUR library—the library for state employees. If you don’t know much about us, or if you want a refresher on the many resources and services we provide for state employees, this class is for you! We will cover how to access our digital collections of eBooks, research articles, magazine and newspaper pieces, business profiles, legislative research tools, and much more!

Register:
https://attendee.gototraining.com/r/76125076118105089

Spotlight: Training Media Collection

Do you need training in topics such as diversity, harassment, customer service, leadership, or management for you or your department? Look no further!
The Missouri State Library has an extensive collection of training DVDs for use by state employees in the above topics for individual or group use. You can see the full listing of our training media in our catalog.